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About This Content

Three new episodes "A Brilliant Scheme", "Elite" and "Struggle to Survive" will be added to your Survey Mission.

*This product is included in Episode All Set which contains all 9 episodes. Be careful not to make multiple purchases of the
same item.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: Attack on Titan - Episode 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10

Processor: Core i7 870 2.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Pixel Shader 3.0 over 3D Accelerator chip , VRAM 1GB over

English,French,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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3 buck for 3 survey missions. Not worth it.. Loved the DLC's - last one got my fingers sweat. Top class gear highly
recommended.
Got a lot of rare materials in no time.

TATAKAE!!11. Only reason I would see buying this set of episodes is for getting rare materials and military funds faster. The
missions aren't too hard but in the end they pay off. Misson 1 can give you materials you normally get from body eliminations
for rewards when completeing the mission. Mission 2 has a base reward fund of 50k on normal attack and a base reward fund of
100k on True attack. Mission 3 pretty much has all the strong titans including the colossal titan.. so what did i pay for? is this
more main missions or what. Loved the DLC's - last one got my fingers sweat. Top class gear highly recommended.
Got a lot of rare materials in no time.

TATAKAE!!11. Loved the DLC's - last one got my fingers sweat. Top class gear highly recommended.
Got a lot of rare materials in no time.
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TATAKAE!!11. 3 buck for 3 survey missions. Not worth it.. DLC is amazing!! Cant wait for new ones!! The last mission was
amazing I was hoping for something like this!! FIghting the Female Titan, Armoured Titan, Colossal Titan AND Beast Titan all
in the final mission had me on the edge of my chair for teh whole battle!! I would love more boss battles like this in the future!!
Keep up the amaazing work and I hope the next DLC is as good or better!! <3
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